
Showmanship Maneuvers 


In a showmanship class you will be asked to do different maneuvers. The maneuvers 
explained below and in the next few pages are used by judges to test the exhibitors 
showmanship skills and abilities to perform them. Remember that walking in smooth 
and natural appearance thru the turns and maneuvers gives the exhibitor of moving in 
a fluid manner. Practicing these turns with your goats at home will make it smoother 
and easier for both you and your goat. 

How to fill in the line 

During a showmanship class a judge might ask an exhibitor or two to change 
positions in line. Sometimes when this happens there is an empty space left in the line. 
It is the exhibitor in the location behind the space that should move up into the open 
spot with his goat when instructed by the judge to do so. All the remaining exhibitors 
on down the line should also fill the empty spaces created by the previous exhibitors 
moving up. You want to make sure there are no gaps in the line. 

How to Move up and Back in Line 

If a judge asks an exhibitor to move up in line, the exhibitor should move out towards 
the judge and in front of the line then move up to the position indicated where the 
judge ask them to move to. The exhibitor in front of this new position should move 
their goat forward to make room for the exhibitor moving up so they have enough 
room to slip back into the new position. 

If there is no room to move forward ,then the rest of the exhibitors behind the new 
position need to move back. Those exhibitors moving back would each take a step 
back from the line, turn their goat counterclockwise towards their left knee then in the 
direction to walk away from the new position to make room. Then to maintain 
keeping the goat between them and the judge and move back into the line one space 
behind their previous position by turning the goat clockwise back towards your right 
knee and face them back into your new position. The judge will be watching to see if 
all the exhibitors are paying attention and making the movements 
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Moving Goats in showmanship: 

Diagram 1: 
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Switching places in line between 2 positions next to each other, as an example of 
exhibitor 1 and exhibitor 2, requires both exhibitors to move their goats forward, using 
fluid motions and keeping their animals in front of the whole line of goats. 

The exhibitor in position 1 will stand up, do a tum towards the judge, make a roll tum (to 
keep his goat between himself and the judge), and then complete the clockwise tum back 
to the open position in the line that was left by the other goat, The exhibitor moving up 
from position 2 to position 1 will also stand up, walk forward into position 1. 



Non-Adjacent Goats: 
Diagram 2: 
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Switching places in line between any two exhibitors non-adjacent requires both 
exhibitors to move their goats forward, using fluid motions and keeping their animals in 
front of the whole line of goats. 

During this movement the judge will be focusing on the exhibitors and how they move 
their animals into the newly appointed positions in line. The exhibitors must move in 
such a way that both animals moving into different positions in the line shall be shown to 
its best advantage. In order to facilitate this, the exhibitor moving up in line and the 
exhibitor moving down in line shall move in the standard forward moving and clockwise 
motion. 
The exhibitor in position 1 will stand up, start a clockwise circle moving out of the line of 
goats towards the judge, make a roll turn (to keep the goat between himself and the 
judge), walk his animal closest to the judge leaving room for the animal moving up from 
the 3rd position in line to walk closest to the line of goats and then complete the 
clockwise turn back to the open position in line that was left by the other goat. 
The exhibitor moving up from position 3 to position I will also stand up, move along the 
front of the line of goats in a forward clockwise movement. The exhibitor then moves 
forward until he reaches the open position in line where the judge has instructed him to 
move. Doing this will keep his goat between the judge and all of the other exhibitors and 
goats, while still moving in a forward and clockwise motion. 

Diagram 2 change: This change illustrates the forward and clockwise movement of 
goats in the 1st and 3rd positions while switching places, the same concept as in diagram 
1:(Switching 1& 2 positions). 
ShowmanshipTip: Remember to always move in front of the line when you switch 

places with another goat! 



Doing A 1S0-Degree Turn 

Any time an exhibitor needs to do a change of direction in a maneuver, they will do a 
180-degree turn. An example would be when a judge asks two exhibitors to walk in 
pairs towards the judge. A second example would be if a judge asks an exhibitor to 
step out of line and walk towards the judge ( who will ask questions) then to return 
back to their place in line. 

To approach ajudge for questions, the exhibitor would (from a standing position in 
line) walk towards the judge. When the judge is done, the exhibitor would take a step 
sideways away from their goat ( to make room for the 180 degree turn ), turn the goat 
around towards their knee while switching their lead into the other hand to complete 
the turn ( which keeps your goat between you and the judge) and walk back to their 
original place in line. While walking back to the line, keep your eye on the judge for 
further instructions or continue to return back to your position in the lineup. 

When walking in pairs, both exhibitors would walk up to the judge at the same speed 
or pace side by side ( both goats would be next to each other in between each 
exhibitor) until you get to the judge. Quickly but smoothly set up your goat and wait 
for further instructions from the judge. Then do a 180 degree turn and return back to 
your original position in line. 
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How to Walk in Pairs 


Walking in pairs is how a judge can compare two goats at the same time. This is also 
a maneuver done in a showmanship class. The exhibitor on the judges right will walk 
on the left side of their goat while the other exhibitor will walk on the judges left side 
and walk on their goats right side. Both exhibitors need to walk side by side at the 
same speed and be mindful not to let the goats bump each other while walking up to 
the judge. Each exhibitors needs to walk in a straight line towards the judge. When 
you reach the judge,he will either reach down to examine the goats or he will ask you 
to return back to your original place in line. At that point you do a 180 degree turn 
and keep a watch on judge for further instructions. 
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Walking With Three Goats 
When a judge ask three exhibitors to walk together towards the judge, it is the same 
maneuver as walking in pairs. Depending on where the judge is standing, the middle 
goat may walk on either side of his goat. Again you want all three to walk at the same 
pace and speed. When the judge asks the three exhibitors to return to the line, all three 
will do a 180 degree turn and return to their original place in the line. Remember 
always keep the goat between you and the judge and keep watch on the judge while 
returning back to the line and maintain the same pace and speed for all three goats 
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How To Do a Roll Turn 


When doing a roll turn, this is the maneuver to move from one side of your goat to the 
other side. This is done by walking forward to move around the head of your goat to 
position yourself on the opposite side of your goat. While doing the tum and to 
maintain control of your goat, the exhibitor should switch the lead to the other hand. 
Always know where the judge is and remember to keep smiling. 

Doing a Roll Turn while Circling the Ring 

Exhibitors will use a roll turn when walking around the ring twice when the judge is 
standing on the outside of the ring. This maneuver is done so the goat will always be 
between the exhibitors and the judge. While walking around in a circle as you 
approach the judge, you will execute a roll turn so your are on the inside of the circle 
as you pass the judge on the outside. Then as you pass the judge do another roll turn 
so your are again on the outside of the circle to maintain keeping the goat between 
you and the judge. 

Returning to the Same Place in Line 

Judges will ask exhibitors at different times during a class competition to move out of 
the line. This could be to answer questions for the judge or to walk their goat so the 
judge can evaluate width between legs while walking in either front view or rear view, 
or to see the strength of top line while on the move, etc. When a judge is done and asks 
the exhibitor to return back to the line, the exhibitor is expected to go back to the 
same place in line exactly as they were placed before they left unless otherwise 
directed by the judge. 

An example of this would be if all the exhibitors had their goats in front views facing 
the judge. When the judge has an exhibitor come to the middle of the ring then says 
go back to the line, the exhibitor would return back to his same place and back into 
front view with his goat facing the judge. 

Showmanship tip: Remember keep your eyes on the judge at all times. Keep those 
beautiful smiles going, and show the judge how good your goat is working for you 
because you have worked with your goat a lot. Enjoy your time showing and have 
fun. 


